Controllable hierarchical microstructures self-assembled from multiblock copolymers confined in thin films.
Hierarchical microstructures self-assembled from A(BC)n multiblock copolymers confined between two solid surfaces were explored by dissipative particle dynamics simulations. The strategy using confinement allows us to generate hierarchical microstructures with various numbers and different orientations of small-length-scale lamellae. Except for the hierarchical lamellar microstructures with parallel or perpendicular arrangements of small-length-scale lamellae, the coexistence of two different hierarchical lamellae was also discovered by varying the film thickness. The dynamics of hierarchical microstructure formation was further examined. It was found that the formation of the hierarchical microstructures exhibits a stepwise manner where the formation of small-length-scale structures lags behind that of large-length-scale structures. The present work could provide guidance for controllable manufacture of hierarchical microstructures.